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Terrestrial Planning ‘s
origins and obvious home are on
land. Well established statutory
frameworks (Jay 2010) in most
countries but also evolving over time
(Kidd & Shaw 2015):
• 50s: design-based view with
planners as the experts
determining ideal patterns of
development
• 60s: system-based approach to
adopt an impartial rationalist
position
• 80/90s: communicative or
negotiated rationality
• Current: reconcile local
stakeholders’ aspirations about a
place with an evidence informed
understanding of the needs of that
place.

Integrated Coastal (Zone)
Management (ICM or ICZM) is seen
as a potent and balanced planning and
management process on the coast
(Christie et al. 2005). Nominally initiated in
the 70s but primarily kick-started in the
90s
Refers to several types of integration (CicinSain, 1993):
• Integration among sectors
• Integration between land and water
elements of the coastal zone
• Integration among levels of government:
Integration between nations
• Integration among disciplines
ICM paradigm/policy is principle-based but
implementation is place-based

(Celliers et al. 2013 & 2015)

The highly structured and legislated terrestrial planning processes
predates ICM by at least 70-80 years

When paradigms collide!*

*(in a changing climate)

Negotiated Coastal Overlay Zone
– City of Cape Town
(Colenbrander et al. 2015)

National Coastal Access
Policy – South Africa (DEA,
2015)

Marine Spatial Planning and IOM
• Integrated Ocean Management (emerging policy and
institutional processes)?
• Marine Spatial Planning (emerging concept)?

Challenges to the implementation of MSP &
Eventual integration of ICM and MSP/IOM
Coastal Spatial Planning and ICM
• 100 years worth of incremental improvement and evolution of
terrestrial planning
• Established statutory frameworks for planning
• 20 years worth of ICM “norming and storming”
• Many examples of ICM implementation
• Nested governance for ICM (greater sense of scaling effect and value
of visioning)
• Co-evolution of planning and ICM
• Increasingly cooperative and negotiated

Suggestions for integration 1
• Harmonise ICM & IOM – Understand scale (really
understand!), harmonise or connect policies
• Figure out how to do nested MSP both geographic
scale and “simple, to all sectors” (Dunstan et al. 2016) –
with feedback mechanisms, of course

• Administrative units (national, district, provinces local
government, grass roots) vs natural or ad hoc, often
negotiated boundaries (EBSA, MPA, etc)
• Create governance institutions appropriate to the
planning scale & natural boundaries (Berkes 2010)
• Recognise “fuzzy” nature of boundaries;

Suggestions for integration 2
• Understand direct and indirect benefit flow (and
scale); Recognise scale differential at the planning
interface and across the domain; more “small”
stakeholders and users on the coast vs fewer and “bigger”
interests offshore

• Coastal stakeholders by nature trans-disciplinary –
civil society stakeholders often removed from the
marine planning domain (Jay 2010; Ritchie & Ellis 2010)
• Transboundary MSP - transboundary coastal planning
• Visioning across interface needs to be iterative and
recognise the scale of interest
• Link dry coast legal frameworks (more & more
complex) with marine counterparts

When ICM meets (or is that collides?) with MSP

National Case Study: Folding MSP into the ICM framework
(provided there is recognition of the marine boundaries within
ICM) (Taljaard et al 2013; Taljaard & van Niekerk, 2013)
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